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Since the incorporation of the Village in 1959 (with the
first home having been constructed in 1955), Hoffman
Estates has grown steadily along the I-90 Northwest
Tollway corridor. Today the Village is approaching buildout capacity and is constricted by boundary limits with
adjacent communities. There are a few greenfield/
residential development sites remaining that are
discussed in detail in the land use chapter. As the Village
continues to mature, public policy will need to address
issues associated with aging housing stock, quality of life
and neighborhood amenities.
The Village is known for its desirable middle income
neighborhoods with a range of housing types and prices.
Hoffman Estates is considered a great place to raise a
family with homes well connected to schools and parks.
The neighborhoods are well landscaped with mature
street trees and numerous parks. Open space is a
strong community amenity with golf courses and access
to forest preserve land. The Village is adjacent to many
major transportation routes. Throughout the growth

of the community, accessibility to major expressways
and regional arterials allowed wage earners to quickly
commute to employment centers. As the Village faces
the future it is important to understand the regional
market, underlying characteristics of Hoffman Estates’
neighborhoods and the community’s future aspirations.

Figure 5.01: Typical Single Family Home in the Village

Figure 5.02: Hoffman Estates and neighboring villages (Site Source: PACE website)
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Comparison to surrounding
communities
New residents seeking to locate (or relocate) in the
area may choose Hoffman Estates or other neighboring
communities in the northwest suburbs. The quality of
schools, neighborhoods and housing stock plays an
important role in deciding which community is the right
fit for a household. Also as individuals encounter life
changes that affect the household size or income such
as children, retirement or divorce, availability of housing
alternatives to meet those needs can result in a decision
to stay or move out of the community
Hoffman Estates contains over 17,000 housing units. It
is at the center of a 124,500 housing unit comparison
market that includes Elgin, Palatine, Schaumburg and
Streamwood. As Figure 5.03 illustrates, Hoffman Estates is
just under 14% of the total units in the comparsion market.

affordable, especially in this market of rising construction
costs. Poor maintenance, sudden turn over of property
by an aging residential population, or shift from owner
occupied to rental properties can cause a neighborhood
to decline in value. Creating policies that promote
maintenance and property improvements can prevent
decline and encourage investment in property upkeep.
Hoffman
Estates
14%

Streamwood
10%

Schaumburg
26%

Elgin
29%

Palatine
21%

Figure 5.03: Percentage of housing units; Source: Experian Database
2005

100%

Single family homes comprise 54% of the Village’s
existing housing stock. Another 18.3% of residential units
are townhomes and 21.1% of the residential units are
in buildings containing 10 or more unit apartments and
condominiums. Six percent of the homes are two to nine
unit buildings.
As figure 5.04 illustrates, Hoffman Estates’ housing
variety is similar to Palatine and Schaumburg with the
exception of 2 to 9 unit buildings, a type typically owned
by smaller investors. Although 2 to 9 unit buildings can
provide a variety of price points without having large
condo/apartment complexes that could dominate a
neighborhood, owners of these smaller units often are
inexperienced landlords without the resources to properly
maintain or landscape their buildings.
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Figure 5.04: Housing variety in the comparison market; Source: US
Census 2000
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Figure 5.05 identifies 67.6% of the housing built before
1980 and only 8.6% built since 1990 and indicates
Hoffman Estates housing stock is aging. Both Palatine
and Schaumburg, the surrounding communities with
housing most similar to Hoffman Estates, have developed
more housing since 1990. As the chart indicates, 13%
of Palatine’s housing was built since 1990 and 14% of
Schaumburg’s housing is recent.
Aging housing stock provides both benefits and
challenges to a community. Older homes tend to be more
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Figure 5.05: Comparison of housing age in the market area; Source: US
Census 2000
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Figure 5.06: Residential housing in Hoffman Estates

Of the 3,600 acres of land zoned for residential
uses in Hoffman Estates, approximately 93%
of that land is dedicated for single family
development, 6% for multifamily land use and
less than 1% for duplexes.
When comparing owner occupied and rental
units, it is found that only 74% of the housing
units are owner occupied. Although rental single
family homes offer opportunities to attract families
before they have the resources to invest in home
ownership, excessive rentals can undermine
the quality of a neighborhood because tenants
spend less time on home appearance.

RenterOccupied
21.0%

Vacant
5.5%

OwnerOccupied
73.5%

Figure 5.07: Housing Units; Source: Experian Database 2005
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Newer housing introduces purchasers to the community
and provides opportunities for current residents to
continue living in the community as their housing needs
mature. This table documents Hoffman Estates’ relatively
low volume of new home construction between 1995 1999, which increased during the 2000-2005 period.

Building Permits 1995-1999 2000-2005 Total
487
1,010
1,497
Hoffman Estates
2,579
2,547
5,126
Elgin
1,678
1,763
3,441
Palatine
1,586
574
2,160
Schaumburg
1,332
693
2,025
Streamwood
Figure 5.08: Building permits by years; Source: CMAP Data
While Hoffman Estates, Schaumburg, Streamwood and
Palatine have continued to add single family homes at a
steady pace, Elgin has significantly increased its single
family home building. This change is largely a reflection
of Elgin’s ability to annex vacant land while the other
landlocked communities are approaching a complete
build-out of land area in their villages.
Hoffman Estates’ comparative shortfall in new housing
during this time period was the result of no added
multi-family housing units. Palatine took advantage of
an opportunity to place multi-family housing near its

Metra station. When Hoffman Estates’ transit station is
developed it is expected that a similar boom in multi-family
housing would occur.
Despite fewer new homes that necessarily have recent
move-in dates, the length of time residents have lived
in their current homes is quite similar for residents of
Hoffman Estates and nearby communities. This reflects
Hoffman Estates’ status as a great first time buyer location
and highlights the need to offer move-up housing to retain
these residents.
When the median price (which is defined as the mid-point
of all sales, rather than average price) is evaluated and
multi-family (condo) sales are included, the totals and the
comparison between communities are quite different. A
closer examination of housing prices in Hoffman Estates
illustrates changes in the market. Refer to figure 5.13
through 5.16 on the succeeding pages for the chart and
explanation.
A closer examination of housing sales prices in Hoffman
Estates illustrates changes in the market. As Figure 5.16
illustrates, a higher percentage of homes sold are in the
top price range while the $100,000 to $199,999 market
remains strong.
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Figure 5.09: Single family home building permit comparison; Source: CMAP
Data
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Figure 5.10: Move-in year comparison; Source: US Census 2000
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Age of Neighborhoods
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Figure 5.11: Age of housing stock; Source: Village of Hoffman Estates
Figure 5.11 represents residential neighborhoods with the
age of the building stock by decade. The darker color
indicates the older homes. The southeast quadrant has a
majority of the older homes with the oldest neighborhoods
in Parcels A and B.
Figure 5.12 identifies the move in dates. Over 50% of the
residents have been in their home for less than 10 years.
Figure 5.13 summarizes the percentage of homes built in
a specific time period. Approximately 70% of the housing
stock is over 30 years old.
Palatine and Schaumburg offer lower priced townhomes
and condominiums as an alternative to single family
homes. Those products are designed to attract aging and
non-family populations and are selling in high volumes.
These lower priced condos and townhouses are providing
more diversity in the market. At the same time Elgin,
Streamwood, and Hoffman Estates have added single
family homes.
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Figure 5.12: Resident move in year; Source: US Census 2000
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1400

With higher prices associated with single family rather
than multi family homes, Hoffman Estates’ mean (average)
housing price has grown faster than its median (midpoint
of all sales) price. As Figure 5.15 illustrates, the difference
between mean and median is growing.

1200
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800
600
400

2006 experienced two peaks in home sales with a steady
percentage of sales in the higher end single family homes.

200
0

Although 74% of Hoffman Estates’ is primarily an owner
occupied investment market, there are rental opportunities
at 24% of the housing units. Vacancies are very low at 2%
(in 2005) and largely composed of units for sale or rent.
Again this mix is similar to other nearby suburbs.
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Figure 5.14: Building permits by type; Source: CMAP Data
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Figure 5.15: Housing sales prices in Hoffman Estates; Source: Village of
Hoffman Estates
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Figure 5.13: Home construction date; Source: US Census 2000
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Figure 5.16: Hoffman Estates Housing Sales Prices Over Time; Source:
Village of Hoffman Estates
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Regional/ National Comparison
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Figure 5.18: Household Type Shares in Suburbs, 2000, Metro Areas with
Hoffman
Estates
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Figure 5.17: Comparison of housing types in the market area; Source:
US Census 2000

Regional Comparison Summary
Hoffman Estates is the center of a desirable housing
market. It currently offers a good single family housing
value that appeals to middle and upper middle class
families and first-time buyers. Recent construction is
adding more expensive housing that allows residents
to move-up but remain in Hoffman Estates. Although
the existing balance of single-family, townhomes and
multi-unit properties appears well matched to the current
market, other nearby communities are altering the market
by adding new condominiums with prices similar to
Hoffman Estates single family homes. Those properties
are designed to attract the two fastest growing markets:
empty nesters and non-traditional, childless households.

National Residential Trends
The recent national residential construction surge
greatly expanded the development boundaries in many
metropolitan areas. In an effort to find affordable lots
of sufficient size to appeal to home buyers, residential
construction activity moved significant distances from
the core of urban areas. These distant developments
increasingly isolated new occupants from employment
opportunities, commercial activities, public transportation
options and other critical services such as health care.
In response, there has been renewed interest in infill
development, where smaller parcels closer to the urban
core are targeted for development. Until recently Hoffman
Estates was the distant development, but with Prairie
Stone and shopping centers, it developed the jobs,
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Figure 5.19: Household Type Shares in Hoffman Estates (Source: US
Census Data 2000)

entertainment and commercial activity to be a complete
community. Although its western development area
continues to have limited services, the population density
is nearing levels that will support commercial services.
Hoffman Estates is moving from a community focused
on residential growth to a community expecting infill
development.

American Institute of Architects:
Housing Segments Report
In keeping with the increasing emphasis on infill
development, a national poll of residential architects
found increasing interest in townhouses and
condominiums. This sector has benefited from the recent
growth in home ownership rates as these homes are often
the most affordable in many markets. Additionally, they
appeal to a broad population base because of the minimal
maintenance obligations. The more traditional custom/
luxury and move-up housing segments as well as second
and vacation homes are showing some strength, although
conditions in all three of these markets have eased from

Date: 07.25.07
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Figure 5.20: American Institute of Architects: 2005 Housing Segments Report
Figure 1
the beginning of 2005. The weakest and only segment,
that more residential architects rate as weakening
rather than improving, is the first-time buyer/affordable
homes segment. These households often have the least
resources to absorb the rising prices we have seen in
the housing market in recent years. More than a third of
respondents rate this segment as weakening and only 16
percent rate it as strengthening.
Other than emphasizing infill development, community
design trends are moving toward integrating more
activities into new developments, providing for increased
use of wireless technology and providing for energy
conservation measures. Mixed-use projects, which
include commercial and retail activities, are increasing
in residential developments. Increased recreational
opportunities (walking trails, exercise centers), higherdensity development (smaller lots) and services provided
on site (e.g., health care and convenience stores) are
also strategies to reduce the isolation of more distant
residential development. In addition to providing more
site activities, the need for accessibility to other uses
adjacent to a development is increasing. This is an
important issue when considering site design, pedestrian
routes and proximity to adjacent activities. Access
to public transportation and alternative transportation
systems such as bikeways and walkways were seen
by many respondents as strategies that are more
popular. Likewise, proximity to commercial shopping
and employment is a major ‘quality of life’ criteria for
most residents. With more concern for integration and
accessibility, gated entrances and distinctive community
entrances are now less popular.

Date: 07.25.07

Infill development also includes the improvement
of existing housing stock through remodeling. The
remodeling market has almost doubled in size over
the past decade. This growing sector accounts for
more than 2% of the nation’s economy as well as for 40
percent of all residential construction and improvement
spending in the U.S.. Almost 30 million homes were
significantly upgraded over the past decade with large
projects having unique design challenges and capturing
a growing market share. Homeowners spent $24 billion
on kitchen and bath remodels and additions, $35 million
on other interior additions and alterations and $25 million
on improvements to properties. Exterior and interior
replacements topped out at $38.7 billion. With much of
Hoffman Estates housing stock 25 to 30 years old, there
will likely be pressing needs to replace major systems,
making it a convenient time to undertake “while we’re at
it” remodeling projects. These remodeling projects are
critical to preserving quality of Hoffman Estates housing
stock as it ages.
As homes approach or pass the 50 year milestone, the
improvement decision often becomes a decision to
replace the home particularly if the major systems were
not upgraded. Studies by the National Association of
Home Builders suggest that in communities where the
housing stock is aging, it is typical to find approximately
2% of the housing stock replaced per year. Although this
trend has not yet significantly impacted Hoffman Estates,
its homes are nearing the age where replacement activity
is expected to accelerate.
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Residential Neighborhood
Assessments
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Figure 5.21: Hoffman Estate’s neighborhoods
A preliminary assessment was conducted for each residential neighborhood to evaluate the parcel size, condition of housing, infrastructure needs and access to
schools, parks and retail. In general the older 1960’s
residential subdivisions contain large lots with small house
footprints. As the residential housing stock ages there is
a need to strategically update and/or add on to the homes
to stay current with the housing market. One of the first
subdivisions to be built in Hoffman Estates “Parcel A”
lacks the basic infrastructure of curb, gutters and sidewalks. Typically the Parcel A homes are small houses but
they sit on large 1/2 acre lots. This particular neighborhood is experiencing some tear-down activity and will
most likely be a prime location for increased redevelopment activities.
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Approximately 90% of the neighborhoods have good sidewalks and mature street trees, creating a pleasant walking environment. Street lighting is located at the major
intersections although very few neighborhoods have
pedestrian lighting. There is adequate sidewalk access to
most retail streets from the neighborhoods; however, there
are limited opportunities for pedestrians to cross the major
arterials due to the traffic volumes and right of way widths.
Most of Hoffman Estates’s neighborhoods have great
access to schools and parks that area located in the
interior of the subdivision and within convenient walking
distance. Schools are a major consideration for potential
home buyers and home values associated with specific
neighborhoods. Hoffman Estates has several school systems that overlap the Village boundaries.
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Neighborhood Goals

ZONE 1:
Dating from the 1950’s and 60’s, this zone is the oldest
segment of the Village with the greatest potential for
change or redevelopment in the future. The original
subdivision Parcel A has large lots with small homes and
is poised for continued tear-down activity. A majority
of the Zone 1 shopping centers are aging and need
major improvements to remain current with the market
expectations. A potential new STAR Line station is
being studied for a location near Barrington Road and
I-90. All these issues will impact the district and create
new housing development opportunities. As the Village
reviews any new proposals for this district the projects
should be coordinated in a comprehensive manner to
ensure that new development addresses the housing or
mixed use recommendations in this plan.

Figure 5.22: A Typical Home in a Zone 1 Residential Neighborhood

ZONE 2:
Primarily a product of 1970’s and 80’s development
trends, this zone is very stable with quality housing, a
strong school district and a good network of parks. The
housing issues in this zone are minimal and the Village
needs to encourage the current trends towards housing
remodels as the properties age, good neighborhood
maintenance and adequate access to amenities.

ZONE 3:
Dating from the 1990’s this western edge of the Village
is developing quickly and will be built out in the next
decade. Most of the residential and commercial
land use development decisions have been resolved
through zoning and development agreements with the
Village. The residential community needs convenience/
neighborhood retail which is in the process of being
developed. Prairie Stone represents a great asset for this
zone, with the proposed new rail station and emerging
entertainment district. Most residential development is
located south of the Tollway. Some residential north of the
tollway is expected in the western portion of the Village
while most of the area north is expected to be developed
as non-residential uses.

Figure 5.23: A Typical Home in a Zone 2 Residential Neighborhood

Figure 5.24: A Typical Home in a Zone 3 Residential Neighborhood
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10% affordable housing and was therefore exempt from
provisions of the act. (Refer figure 5.25)

Affordable Housing Policy
Recent increases in property values in the region pose a
challenge to ensuring housing options for an economically
diverse population, in the future. This issue is especially
relevant for the senior citizen population with fixed
incomes; therefore one of the Comprehensive Plan goals
is to maintain a variety of housing types and price points
within the Village.
Hoffman Estates seeks to provide affordable housing
sufficient to meet the needs of the community and comply
with the Affordable Housing Planning and Appeal Act
(310 ILCS 67/). That act requires each municipality to
offer at least 10% of its total year-round housing units as
affordable. Affordable is defined differently for owned and
rented properties.

Affordable for Sale Housing
In the case of dwelling units for sale, affordable means
housing that families earning 80% of the Chicago
Metropolitan Statistical Area’s Median Family Income can
purchase using no more than 30% of the gross annual
household income for a household of the size that may
occupy the unit. Mortgage, amortization, taxes, insurance,
and condominium or association fees, if any, are all
included in the cost calculation

Affordable Rental Housing
In the case of dwelling units for rent, affordable means
housing that families earning 60% of the Chicago
Metropolitan Statistical Area’s Median Family Income
for which the rent and utilities constitute no more than
30 percent of the gross annual household income of a
household of the size that may occupy the unit.
In 2004, the Illinois Housing Development Authority
identified the total number of year round housing units for
each local government within the State and inventoried the
for-sale and rental affordable housing units by community.
At that time, Hoffman Estates was found to have at least

Total

Housing Units
Owner-Occupied valued below $125,000
Renter-Occupied with rents below $775

If a municipality does not comply with the State affordable
housing standards then it is considered a non-exempt
local government and must approve an affordable housing
plan. The content of that plan is defined by the law.

Affordable Housing Plan
The State mandates that an affordable housing plan shall
consist of at least the following:
(i) a statement of the total number of affordable
housing units that are necessary to exempt the local
government from the operation of the Act.
(ii) an identification of lands within the jurisdiction
that are most appropriate for the construction of
affordable housing and of existing structures most
appropriate for conversion to, or rehabilitation for,
affordable housing, including a consideration of lands
and structures of developers who have expressed
a commitment to provide affordable housing and
lands and structures that are publicly or semi-publicly
owned;
(iii) incentives that local governments may provide for
the purpose of attracting affordable housing to their
jurisdiction; and
(iv) a goal of a minimum of 15% of all new development
or redevelopment within the local government that
would be defined as affordable housing in this Act;
or a minimum of a 3 percentage point increase in
the overall percentage of affordable housing within
its jurisdiction, as described in subsection (b) of
Section 20 of this Act; or a minimum of a total of 10%
affordable housing within its jurisdiction as described
in subsection (b) of Section 20 of the Act.
Within 60 days after the adoption of an affordable housing
plan or revisions to its affordable housing plan, the local
government must submit a copy of that plan to the Illinois
Housing Development Authority.

Affordable

%

State Requirement

17,399

4,999

28.7%

10%

2,875

3,566

27.7%

10%

4,158

1,433

34.5%

10%

Figure 5.25: Affordability thresholds comparison to State Requirement; Source: Illinois Housing Development Authority 2004
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In 2004, the University of Illinois Building Research
Council used 2000 Census Data to determine whether
Illinois Municipalities met the requirements of the
Affordable Housing Planning and Appeal Act. Their
calculations set Hoffman Estates’ affordable standards
for owner occupied homes at $125,244 and monthly rent
at $775. Those thresholds were then compared to the
Hoffman Estates 2000 census data. Figure 5.25 reveals,
Hoffman Estates was in compliance.

State Affordable Housing standards. As part of
new development review any residential project or
condominium conversion project of 10 or more dwelling
units will be required to calculate the impact of their
project on the current percentage of affordable housing in
the Village and compliance with the standards as defined
by the State of Illinois Affordable Housing Planning and
Appeal Act. Based on the findings of the affordable
housing calculations the Village may ask the developer to
offer a greater percentage of lower priced residential units.

Once compliance was established in 2004 using 2000
census data, annual sales and reported rent determine
continuing compliance. The Illinois Housing Development
Agency published a table to establish 2006 affordable
housing levels (Figure 5.26).

Rented Affordable
8%
Owned Affordable
21%

The average Hoffman Estates 2006 household contains
3.03 people; therefore, houses sold for $178,833 or less
meet the affordability standard for the typical Hoffman
Estates family and apartments renting for $1,018 meet
the affordability standard. In 2006, 26.5% of the homes
purchased in Hoffman Estates sold for less than $178,833;
and therefore, qualified as affordable housing. Because
2000 to 2004 was a period of low rental increases and
little new luxury rental construction, it is possible to
estimate rents in Hoffman Estates by inflating 2000
Census’ Cash Rent Paid reports by 15%. That calculation
suggests that 63.2% of Hoffman Estates rental units
meet the affordability standard. Therefore the Village is in
compliance with the affordable housing standard set by
the State.

Owned NotAffordable
55%

Rented Not
Affordable
16%

Figure 5.27: Breakdown of Affordable Housing in Hoffman Estates;
Source: Village of Hoffman Estates & BDI 2006

Comprehensive Plan Policy on Affordable Housing
The Village will require periodic review of residential
developments on the Village compliance with

For sale

1 Person
Limit

2 Person 3 Person
Limit
Limit

4 Person 5 Person 6 Person 7 Person 8 Person
Limit
Limit
Limit
Limit
Limit

Affordable House

$139,000

$159,000

$198,667

Rental

0 Bedroom
Gross rent

Affordable Rent $792

$178,833

$230,500

$246,333

$262,167

1 Bedroom
Gross rent

2 Bedroom
Gross rent

3 Bedroom
Gross rent

4 Bedroom
Gross rent

5 Bedroom
Gross rent

$848

$1,018

$1,176

$1,312

$1,447

Figure 5.26: Illinois Housing Development Agency: 2006 Affordable Housing Levels
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$214,500

66

COMPREHENSIVE PLAN

Residential Policies

1. Residential Policy 1:

4. Affordable Housing Policy

Encourage existing and new development to provide a
mix of housing types throughout the Village. The goal is
to ensure there are a variety of housing options and price
points that will meet the future Village housing needs,
(single family, townhomes and condos) and will inherently offer a variety of unit sizes and price points. Having
all scales of housing will encourage residents to stay in
Hoffman Estates as their housing needs change. This will
provide more opportunities for seniors, empty nesters and
first time home buyers.

The Village will require periodic review of residential
developments on the Village compliance with
State Affordable Housing Standards. As part of
new development review any residential project or
condominium conversion project of 10 or more dwelling
units will be required to calculate the impact of their project
on the current percentage of affordable housing in the
Village and compliance with the standards as defined
by the State of Illinois Affordable Housing Planning and
Appeal Act. Based on the findings of the affordable
housing calculations the Village may ask the developer to
offer a greater percentage of lower priced residential units.

2. Residential Policy 2:
Promote significant remodeling or redevelopment of
homes at least 40 years old to maintain high quality
neighborhoods and housing stock. In 2007, approximately
30% of the housing stock in the Village was built prior to
1969 and is 40 years or older. Allow replacement housing
through tear-downs, as well as remodeling of the older and
obsolete homes.

3. Residential Policy 3:
Encourage the development of mixed use and multifamily
housing within walking distance of planned public transit
stations. Many of the adjacent Villages have constructed
more multifamily or condos than Hoffman Estates. This
is a growing market that reflects changes in the typical
household demographics. Single family homes should
and will always be a majority of the Village housing stock;
however increases in multi-family units and development
of some high quality condos will provide more housing
options for the empty nesters and aging population. The
new STAR Line station area will provide a great market for
higher density residential development. Also, it is important to keep in mind the STAR Line will be pursuing some
federal financing that will require higher density in the station areas as a stipulation for transportation grants.
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